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1 Introduction

The Washington, D.C., metropolitan area (WMA) relies on the Potomac River to supply approximately
three quarters of the water it uses. The three major WMA water suppliers, Fairfax County Water
Authority (Fairfax Water), the Washington Aqueduct Division of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(Washington Aqueduct), and the Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission (WSSC), participate in a
unique cooperative system of water supply management that is designed to optimize use of available
resources and ensure that ample water is available during periods of drought. This system includes joint
funding of water supply storage in reservoirs located upstream of the WMA and coordinated operations
when flows in the Potomac River fall below specified thresholds. The Section for Cooperative Water
Supply Operations on the Potomac (CO-OP) of the Interstate Commission on the Potomac River Basin
(ICPRB) assists in the management of this system by coordinating WMA supplier water withdrawals from
the Potomac River and from off-river reservoirs during droughts and in determining when releases need
to be made from upstream reservoirs to augment flow in the Potomac River.
Drought conditions in the summer and fall of 2010 caused flow in the Potomac River to fall to levels
requiring augmentation from upstream reservoirs for the third time since establishment of the
cooperative system in the early 1980s. Reservoir releases were also required in 1999 and 2002.
CO-OP staff began daily monitoring of Potomac River flows and WMA withdrawals on July 6, 2010, and
requested releases from upstream reservoirs from September 10 through September 23. Cooperative
operations between the three major water suppliers during this period, with coordination and technical
support provided by CO-OP, ensured that sufficient water was available in the river at all times to meet
water supply needs and to maintain the environmental flow recommendations at Great Falls and Little
Falls.
This report has been written to document events that occurred and lessons that were learned during
2010 drought operations to provide assistance to CO-OP and water utility staff in future years. Reports
on drought operations conducted in 1999 (ICPRB, 1999) and in 2002 (Kiang and Hagen, 2003) contained
invaluable information and guidance for current staff during fall 2010 operations. Section 1 of the
current report includes a description of hydrological and meteorological conditions in the Potomac River
basin and in basin states during the summer and fall of 2010. Section 2 contains a discussion of methods
and procedures used to communicate with the water suppliers, other agencies, and the public. Section 3
details the operational procedures used by CO-OP staff to coordinate and manage water withdrawals
and reservoir releases.
The current report also includes a section that documents the flow prediction and other tools currently
used by CO-OP staff during drought operations. Section 4 describes the spreadsheets and models relied
upon by CO-OP staff to provide the flow and reservoir refill forecasts used to make decisions concerning
releases and withdrawals. This section also includes a discussion of the performance of the flow
forecasts during 2010 drought operations and analyses of the accuracy of the forecasts during past low
flow periods based on historical flow data.
1
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1.1 Cooperative Water Supply Operations on the Potomac
The three WMA water suppliers currently provide water to nearly 4.3 million WMA residents, either
directly or via their wholesale customers. Fairfax Water serves most of Fairfax County, Virginia, and the
following wholesale customers in Virginia: Dulles International Airport, Fort Belvoir, Town of Herndon,
Loudoun Water, Prince William County Service Authority, and the Virginia American Water Company
(serving the City of Alexandria and Dale City). Washington Aqueduct serves the District of Columbia via
the DC Water and Sewer Authority (DC Water), as well as portions of northern Virginia - Arlington
County, the City of Falls Church, and the Town of Vienna. WSSC serves Montgomery and Prince George’s
counties in Maryland, provides a limited amount of water to Howard and Charles counties, and supplies
water on an emergency basis to the City of Rockville and DC Water.
WMA system resources consist of the Potomac River, Fairfax Water’s Occoquan Reservoir, WSSC’s
Patuxent reservoirs, and two jointly funded upstream reservoirs that can release water to augment flow
in the Potomac during low flow periods. These reservoirs are Jennings Randolph Reservoir, located on
the North Branch of the Potomac River more than 200 miles upstream of Washington, D.C., and Little
Seneca Reservoir, located to the northwest of the city in Black Hill Regional Park in Montgomery County,
Maryland. In addition, the three WMA suppliers provide 80 percent of the operations and maintenance
costs of Savage Reservoir, which is owned by the Upper Potomac River Commission and operated
according to direction from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). The USACE typically operates the
two North Branch reservoirs, Jennings Randolph and Savage, in a coordinated fashion, matching water
supply releases from Jennings Randolph Reservoir at a five-to-one ratio with releases from Savage.
System resources, along with areas served by the WMA suppliers, are depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Map of the Potomac River basin, showing areas served by WMA suppliers and WMA water supply system
resources.

The WMA’s cooperative approach to water supply management was formalized in a series of
agreements in the late 1970s and early 1980s. The first of these agreements was the Low Flow
Allocation Agreement (LFAA), signed in 1978 by the United States (Secretary of the Army), Maryland,
Virginia, District of Columbia, Fairfax Water, and WSSC. The LFAA allocates the amount of water each
supplier can withdraw from the Potomac River in the event that total flow is not sufficient to meet all
needs (LFAA, 1978).
On July 22, 1982, a set of agreements was signed which provides for the sharing of capital and
operations and maintenance costs for water supply storage in Jennings Randolph Reservoir and Little
Seneca Reservoir and of operations and maintenance costs for Savage Reservoir. On that same date, the
Water Supply Coordination Agreement (WSCA) was signed by the United States (District Engineer,
Baltimore District, Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army), Fairfax Water, WSSC, District of Columbia, and ICPRB
(WSCA, 1982). In the WSCA, the three WMA suppliers agree to “operate their respective water supply
systems in a coordinated manner so as to provide the optimal utilization of all available water supply
facilities for the benefit of the inhabitants of the Washington Metropolitan Area,” and CO-OP agrees to
3
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provide the necessary administrative and technical support. The WSCA also includes, as an attachment,
the “Drought-Related Operations Manual for the Washington Metropolitan Area Water Suppliers”
(Drought Operations Manual). This document specifies the operating rules and procedures to be used by
the water suppliers and by CO-OP during drought operations.

1.2 2010 Hydrometeorological Conditions
Dry conditions began developing in the Potomac River basin in April 2010. By the beginning of July,
shortly before commencement of CO-OP daily drought monitoring, total precipitation in the basin for
the previous three months was 3.5 inches less than normal (7.2 inches actual compared to 10.7 inches
normal), a 33 percent deficit. At the beginning of September, a week before CO-OP drought operations
commenced, total precipitation for the previous five months was 5.4 inches less than normal (12.7
inches actual versus 18.1 inches normal), a 30 percent deficit.
Figure 2 shows actual 2010 monthly precipitation averages versus normal averages for the portion of
the Potomac basin upstream of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) gage at Little Falls, calculated by the
National Weather Service’s Middle Atlantic River Forecast Center (MARFC) (available at
http://www.erh.noaa.gov/marfc/Maps/precip.shtml). Figure 3 is a comparison of monthly precipitation
in 2010 and 2002, the two most recent drought years. Both figures show that dry conditions abated the
last week of September 2010 as remnants of Hurricane Nicole drenched the eastern seaboard. Rainfall
for the two-day period from September 30 to October 1, totaled 2 to 7 inches in most parts of the basin.

Figure 2: Monthly precipitation in the Potomac River basin upstream of Little Falls, observed in 2010 and compared to
normal. (Data from the Middle Atlantic River Forecast Center, http://www.erh.noaa.gov/marfc/Maps/precip.shtml.)
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Figure 3: Comparison of monthly precipitation departures from normal in the Potomac River basin upstream of Little Falls,
for 2002 and 2010. (Data from the Middle Atlantic River Forecast Center,
http://www.erh.noaa.gov/marfc/Maps/precip.shtml.)

During dry periods most of the water flowing in basin streams is “baseflow,” that is, groundwater that is
discharged from basin aquifers. Therefore, low groundwater levels are often a precursor to abnormally
low stream flow conditions. Groundwater levels in the Potomac basin were above normal in the early
months of 2010. After a large mid-March snowmelt event, groundwater levels began declining in April
and May and fell below normal between June and October. Figure 4 is a comparison of monthly
normalized groundwater well levels in 2010 and in 2002. Unlike in the 2002 drought, low groundwater
well levels did not begin until late spring. The lack of precipitation between April and August combined
with the above average temperatures of the 2010 summer exacerbated the drought conditions, driving
the groundwater well levels below normal.

5
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Figure 4: Comparison of normalized monthly groundwater levels for the Potomac basin in 2002 and 2010.

Figure 5 is a map from the Potomac Basin Drought Monitor, prepared by the Climate Prediction Center
of the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). This map depicts drought
conditions across the entire Potomac River basin on September 26, based on an indicator computed
from a variety of hydrologic, soil moisture, and precipitation metrics. At that time, 16.3 percent of the
basin, located upstream of Point of Rocks, was in extreme drought (D3); 33.6 percent was in severe
drought (D2); 24.7 percent was in moderate drought (D1); and 25.3 percent was abnormally dry (D0). It
was not until early November that the extreme drought conditions lifted, leaving 44.9 percent of the
basin in a D1 condition and another 19.6 percent as D0.
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Figure 5: Potomac Basin Drought Monitor map for September 26, 2010, published on September 28, 2010 (courtesy of Rich
Tinker, NOAA, September 2010).

1.3 Regional Context
1.3.1 Metropolitan Washington Drought Plan
The Metropolitan Washington Council of Government’s (MWCOG) Metropolitan Washington Water
Supply and Drought Awareness Response Plan: Potomac River System (MWCOG, 2000) is a coordinated
response plan for the region that details various triggers, actions, and messages for three different
water restriction stages (Watch, Warning, and Emergency). Drought stages are declared by the Drought
Coordination Committee (DCC), whose members consist of Chief Administrative Officers from MWCOG's
21 member governments, the general managers of area water utilities, water supply officials from the
7
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Maryland Department of the Environment and the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality, and
ICPRB CO-OP staff. The DCC is supported by staff from MWCOG, NOAA’s Climate Prediction Center, and
the USGS. The Watch stage can be declared when the NOAA indicates D1 drought levels for most of the
Potomac basin. The Warning stage can be declared when the combined water supply storage at
Jennings Randolph and Little Seneca reservoirs has dropped to 60 percent of capacity for five
consecutive days with five percent probability of not being able to meet unrestricted water supply
demands over the next one to two months. The Emergency stage is declared when there is a 50 percent
probability of not being able to meet water supply demands over the next month.
The drought response plan calls for voluntary reductions in water use during the Watch and Warning
stages and mandatory restrictions in the Emergency stage. A table detailing each of the stages can be
found at http://www.mwcog.org/pdf/drought-plan-response_plan.pdf.
Conference calls of the DCC’s Drought Coordination Technical Committee (DCTC) took place on July 12
and September 7, 2010. Both calls were held to discuss the potential need to issue a “Drought Watch”
statement in the near future. The second call resulted in a DCTC recommendation to the DCC for
declaration of a “Drought Watch” for citizens of the Washington metropolitan region. A press release
was issued on September 9. During such “Drought Watch” periods, citizens and businesses are
encouraged to conserve water to reduce demand on the region's water supply system.
The area returned to the “Normal" stage of the drought response plan on October 7.
1.3.2 State Drought Declarations
The MWCOG drought response plan discussed above is applicable to the WMA. In addition, Maryland,
Virginia, and West Virginia each declared drought warnings and/or watches applicable to areas outside
of the WMA at various times during 2010. These declarations are made independently, based on specific
conditions and criteria within each state.
The Maryland Department of the Environment first declared a stream flow drought warning in the
western part of Maryland on April 30, 2010. Between May and August, the area under either a watch or
warning shifted around the basin. By mid-September, the Eastern and Central regions were under a
watch, and the Western region was under a warning. By the end of September, only the Eastern and
Western regions remained under a watch. These two regions were under the greatest number of
watches and warnings for both stream flow and groundwater during the summer months (Figure 6). It
was not until November that Maryland’s drought status returned to normal. A summary of Maryland’s
drought declarations can be viewed at:
http://www.mde.state.md.us/programs/Water/WaterConservation/CurrentConditions/Pages/Programs
/WaterPrograms/Water_Conservation/Current_Conditions/index.aspx.
The Virginia Department of Environmental Quality declared a drought watch for the entire state on July
14, 2010. By November 12, all Virginia drought regions were released from the drought watch except for
the Northern Virginia, Shenandoah, and Upper Rappahannock River regions. All state drought regions
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were finally released from the drought watch in December. Virginia drought status reports can be
viewed at: http://www.deq.state.va.us/waterresources/drought.php#DroughtStatusReports.
On September 13, the governor of West Virginia declared the following nine counties as drought
disaster areas (Figure 7): Berkeley, Grant, Hampshire, Hardy, Jefferson, Mineral, Morgan, Pendleton, and
Preston. The contiguous counties also eligible were Barbour, Monongalia, Pocahontas, Randolph, Taylor,
and Tucker. Then on September 29, 2010, U.S. Department of Agriculture-Farm Service Agency (FSA)
confirmed nine counties in West Virginia were eligible for FSA emergency disaster loans because of
losses caused by the drought and excessive heat that began April 1, 2010.

Figure 6: General drought watch and warning declarations for the state of Maryland.

Figure 7: Nine counties in West Virginia were declared drought disaster areas in 2010.
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2 Communications

Providing up-to-date information on current water resource conditions and operational requests is
essential to successful drought operations. The WMA water suppliers are the first priority in terms of
communicating changing conditions and operations, but there are a number of other players that
require this information. Specifically, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Baltimore office) needs daily
updates in the event of a requested release from Jennings Randolph Reservoir, the MWCOG requires
information on general conditions to help determine if a drought stage needs to be declared, and all the
relevant organizations need accurate and timely information to disseminate to the general public. This
section provides an overview of ICPRB CO-OP’s communication procedures and how they were
implemented during the 2010 drought operations.

2.1 Drought Operations Technical Meeting
A meeting of key drought operations technical staff was held on September 8, a date that had originally
been reserved for an organizational meeting to prepare for CO-OP’s Annual Drought Exercise. The
drought exercise was cancelled at the onset of actual drought conditions. Meeting participants included
staff from ICPRB’s CO-OP Section, Fairfax Water, WSSC, Washington Aqueduct, and the USACE. The
purpose of the meeting was to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Update information about maximum and minimum water treatment plant production
capacities,
share information on any other current operational constraints,
meet the operational personnel from the other utilities,
discuss drought operations procedures,
update contact information, and
review reservoir conditions.

2.2 Daily Updates
Daily communications occurred between the staffs of ICPRB CO-OP and the water suppliers.
CO-OP began sending out daily e-mail updates on July 6, 2010, after flow at the USGS Point of Rocks
gage fell below the threshold for commencement of daily monitoring specified in the drought
operations manual, 2,000 cubic feet per second (cfs). During daily drought monitoring, utility staff report
the previous day’s withdrawal amount to CO-OP. CO-OP staff then send out an e-mail to the water
suppliers and to interested stakeholders, summarizing these withdrawals, current flow conditions, and
regional weather forecasts.
As conditions worsened, CO-OP drought operations commenced. This occurs when either i) daily
“adjusted” flow in the Potomac at Little Falls (defined to be the flow that would have been observed at
Little Falls dam if had no WMA withdrawals occurred, computed as yesterday’s observed flow at Little
Falls plus total WMA withdrawals), less the amount required for flow-by over Little Falls dam, is less
than twice the daily withdrawals, or ii) based on flow projections, CO-OP determines that there is a
significant chance that releases from Jennings Randolph and/or Little Seneca reservoirs will be needed
10
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within the next 10 days. During drought operations, the utilities report to CO-OP the previous day’s
hourly and average daily withdrawal rates and withdrawal rate predictions for the current and next day.
CO-OP staff sends out a twice daily e-mail summary of this information, along with flow and reservoir
conditions, weather forecasts, and recommended operations for each utility.
In addition to distributing this information via e-mail to the key contacts, the daily (or twice daily)
reports were posted to the ICPRB website so that conditions and operations could be referred back to at
any time. A list of people on the 2010 drought monitoring e-mail distribution list is given in Appendix A.
While drought operations were in effect, CO-OP staff contacted each utility at least once a day to verify
the utility’s ability to meet CO-OP’s requested withdrawal targets and to discuss any operational
concerns or anticipated challenges. This level of communication proved invaluable for getting detailed
information on operational issues being experienced by each utility.

2.3 Water Supply Release Authorizations
Before CO-OP sends a request to dam operators to initiate water supply releases from Little Seneca
Reservoir or Jennings Randolph Reservoir, concurrence from the CO-OP utility general managers is
required. Requests for concurrence are typically made via e-mail or, if necessary, by telephone. Three
such requests were made during the 2010 drought, one for the Little Seneca Reservoir time-of-travel
test release (September 8, 2010), one for the initial water supply release from Jennings Randolph
(September 9, 2010), and a final one on September 23, 2010, that reinitiated the Jennings Randolph
release after it had been discontinued.

2.4 Communications Regarding Little Seneca Reservoir
In anticipation of possible drought operations, CO-OP sent a letter on September 3 to the Montgomery
County Executive, with copies to the County Council. This letter advised them that water supply releases
for Potomac River flow augmentation and/or a time-of-travel test were possible in the coming weeks
(see Appendix B). This letter was also forwarded to Jim McMahon, manager of Black Hill Regional Park,
where Little Seneca Reservoir is located. Additionally, CO-OP staff contacted McMahon by phone to
ensure proper notification. As a result of this, CO-OP has been asked in the future to also notify the
Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission Director of Parks. This request has been added
to the operational guidance manual used internally by ICPRB CO-OP.
On September 8, both McMahon and Parks Director Mary Bradford were advised that a 50 million gallon
per day (MGD), 24-hour time-of-travel test release was scheduled to begin the next day. The staff of
Black Hill Regional Park posted signs at public access points downstream of the reservoir to advise that
water levels would be rising due to a water supply release (Figure 8). On the morning of the release,
ICPRB CO-OP staff observed the release from the Montgomery County park, Lodge at Little Seneca
Creek. Photographs at this site before and after the release are in Appendix D.
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Figure 8: Signs were posted along the stream by Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission.

2.5 Water Supply Outlooks
Water Supply Outlooks (Outlooks) are published on a monthly basis from April through October of every
year, as specified by the Drought Operations Manual. Outlooks may be published more frequently
during periods of drought. These Outlooks estimate the probability of Little Falls natural flow dropping
below levels that may require reservoir releases from Potomac basin water supply storages.
The probabilities are estimated by a model which uses nonparametric regression techniques and
hydrological data from previous months. Data inputs for the WSO model are:
1. The past 30-day minimum of natural flow at Little Falls, where the natural flow is defined as
USGS daily flows for the Potomac River at Little Falls plus total Potomac water supply
withdrawals from the Washington metropolitan area (Fairfax Water, WSSC, Aqueduct,
Rockville), with an adjustment made to remove the effects of flow regulation by Jennings
Randolph Reservoir and Savage Reservoir,
2. past 12-month precipitation average for the Potomac basin upstream of Little Falls obtained
from the MARFC,
3. monthly groundwater index calculated from the most recent readings from a subset of wells in
the Potomac River basin, obtained from the USGS, and
4. Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) for the basin estimated by taking the area weighted
average of the index values for ten climate divisions obtained from the National Climate Data
Center (NCDC).
The 2010 Outlooks, starting in July and continuing through October, reported that the conditional
probability was higher than the historical probability for natural flow at Little Falls to fall below the
model’s thresholds of 600 MGD and 700 MGD (see Table 1). This indicated that the basin was currently
and could continue to experience drier than normal conditions in the near future. However, with the
conditional probabilities of low flow conditions ranging from 10 to 27 percent, there was still a good
chance that reservoir releases would not be needed.
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The September Outlook, issued a few days before the commencement of reservoir releases, indicated a
11 and 17 percent conditional probability that natural flow at Little Falls would fall below thresholds of
600 MGD or 700 MGD, respectively (see Table 1). Given the dry conditions and the obvious likelihood of
a release, at least one stakeholder questioned why these probabilities were not higher. This confusion
indicates that the meaning of the Outlook probabilities could have been better explained to the Outlook
audience. The Outlook model uses a monthly time step, and therefore it is only appropriate to interpret
results at a similar time scale. The rather low probabilities of future reservoir releases predicted by the
model were a reflection of the fact that even if flows had dropped to very low levels sometime in the
previous 30-day period, there was a significant chance that there would be a change in
hydrometeorological conditions leading to higher flows in the ensuing 30-day period.
It should also be noted that the Outlook model does not spatially differentiate between conditions at
various locations in the basin. For example, upstream conditions were consistently much worse than
downstream conditions throughout the 2010 drought operations. Therefore, it is possible that average
basin conditions used in the conditional probability calculation were misrepresenting the local
conditions at Little Falls. Most importantly, a small or lower-than-normal probability does not
necessarily mean that natural flow at Little Falls will not drop to levels requiring reservoir releases in the
near future.

Table 1: Summary of ICPRB's Water Supply Outlooks between April and October 2010.

Historical probability
of natural flow lower
than:
600 MGD 700 MGD
April
10%
16%
May
10%
16%
June
10%
16%
July
10%
16%
August
10%
14%
September 8%
13%

Conditional probability
of natural flow lower
than:
600 MGD 700 MGD
3%
5%
7%
11%
5%
6%
20%
27%
11%
19%
11%
17%

Number of days in 2010
with natural flow lower
than:
600 MGD
700 MGD
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
6

October

9%

0

Month

1%

4%

10%

0

Releases
made in
2010
None
None
None
None
None
2- Jennings
Randolph
None

2.6 Website Updates
The Cooperative Water Supply Operations on the Potomac section of ICPRB’s main webpage
(www.potomacriver.org) was updated to reflect 2010 drought operation activities, as shown in the
screenshot in Figure 9. This page displays a prominent message on the CO-OP drought monitoring
status. The status is identified as either “ACTIVE – daily,” “ACTIVE – hourly,” or “NOT ACTIVE.”
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Additional drought material could be navigated to by clicking on one of the link options on the left side
of the main CO-OP page or any subsequent pages within the CO-OP section of ICPRB’s website. For
example, more detailed documentation of the most recent drought activities could be viewed by clicking
on “Monitoring Updates.” The monitoring update page documented the e-mail updates, reservoir
releases, and significant weather events (Figure 10).

Figure 9: Cooperative Water Supply Operations on the Potomac section main page.
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Figure 10: Monitoring Updates page.

3 Operations

Throughout each day of drought operations, CO-OP staff analyzes flow conditions and evaluates the
need for operational changes. These include changes in the release rates from Jennings Randolph and
Little Seneca reservoirs, and demand “load shifting.” Load shifting means the shifting of a water
supplier’s withdrawals from one intake to another. Fairfax Water and WSSC are able to shift a portion of
their withdrawals between their Potomac River intakes and their “off-Potomac” intakes at the Occoquan
and the Patuxent reservoirs. Washington Aqueduct may shift withdrawals between its two Potomac
River intakes, located at Great Falls and at Little Falls.
CO-OP operational decisions are made after evaluation of information from a variety of sources. In 2010,
these included predictions from in-house flow forecasting tools (discussed in Section 4.2) and reservoir
refill forecasting tools (discussed in Section 4.5), recent National Weather Service (NSW) one- to five-day
quantitative precipitation forecasts, and NWS Meteorological Model-based Experimental Forecasting
System (MMEFS) one- to seven-day stream flow forecasts.
CO-OP faces several challenges during drought operations. Flow in the Potomac River must be sufficient
to meet WMA demand and to maintain the recommended minimum flows of 300 MGD at Great Falls
and 100 MGD at Little Falls. This requires accurate forecasts of flows one to nine days in the future. This
timeframe is required since it has been estimated that releases from the North Branch reservoirs and
from Little Seneca Reservoir take approximately nine days and 1.2 days, respectively, to reach Little Falls
during low flow periods. Use of storage in upstream and off-river reservoirs must be balanced in order
to meet two objectives of the WSCA Drought Operations Manual: make efficient use of system storage,
and maintain the probability of not filling any system reservoir to 90 percent by June 1 of the following
year to less than 5 percent during a repeat of the historical stream flow record.
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This section includes performance assessments of CO-OP’s procedures and tools during fall 2010
drought operations and recommended actions to improve CO-OP’s ability to meet these challenges
during future droughts.

3.1 2010 Drought Operations Timeline
CO-OP conducted drought-related activities for most of the three month period from July 6 to October
1, 2010. This entailed actively tracking reservoir storage, Potomac River flow, and water use, and
verifying that flow was adequate to meet environmental and water supply needs.
Over the fourth of July weekend, reported flow in the Potomac River at Point of Rocks fell below 2,000
cfs, the threshold specified in the Drought Operations Manual for commencement of daily monitoring.
Daily monitoring of Potomac basin stream flows and CO-OP utility withdrawals began on Tuesday, July
6. 1 Daily monitoring serves to prepare CO-OP and WMA staff for dealing with the possibility of reservoir
releases. On September 7, again after a long holiday weekend of falling flows, Potomac River flows
dropped below a second threshold specified in the Drought Operations Manual, triggering
commencement of CO-OP drought operations. Drought operations are initiated when adjusted daily
flow in the Potomac River at Little Falls, less the amount required for flow-by over Little Falls dam, is less
than twice the total daily withdrawals. (CO-OP may also initiate drought operations when projections of
flow recession indicate a significant chance that releases from Jennings Randolph and/or Little Seneca
reservoirs will be needed within the next ten days.)
During drought operations, CO-OP staff review flow and withdrawal data and update flow prediction
tools throughout each day in order to forecast needed North Branch reservoir releases nine days in
advance. A Jennings Randolph Reservoir water supply release was first initiated on September 10 and
continued until September 21. A second water supply release from the same reservoir was made on
September 23 and 24.
Except for a 24-hour test release from Little Seneca Reservoir, made on September 9 and 10, no other
reservoir releases were made.
Enhanced drought operations ended on September 28, at which point daily monitoring was re-initiated
until its discontinuation on October 1. Daily monitoring was briefly re-initiated one more time between
November 1 and November 8.
Figure 11 and Figure 12 show Potomac River flow at Point of Rocks and Little Falls during 2010, along
with CO-OP drought operations thresholds and flow statistics. A timeline summarizing the major events
of the 2010 drought season is given below:
•

July 6: CO-OP daily monitoring of flows and withdrawals initiated

1

The USGS’s provisional mean daily flow at Point of Rocks on July 6 was 1,930 cfs (1,250 mgd), though this number
has since been revised to 1,760 cfs.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

July 14: daily monitoring discontinued
July 22: daily monitoring re-commenced
September 7: CO-OP drought operations began
September 9: a 24-hour 50 MGD time-of-travel test release from Little Seneca Reservoir was
initiated at 8 am
September 10: water supply releases from Jennings Randolph and Savage reservoirs
commenced
September 23: water supply releases from Jennings Randolph and Savage reservoirs concluded
September 28: CO-OP drought operations discontinued
September 29: daily monitoring re-initiated
October 1: daily monitoring discontinued
November 1: daily monitoring re-initiated
November 8: daily monitoring discontinued

Figure 11: Stream flow on the Potomac at Point of Rocks, Maryland. In July 2010, flow fell below 2,000 cubic feet per second
(cfs), triggering daily flow monitoring.
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Figure 12: 2010 adjusted daily flow at Little Falls, compared with the trigger for CO-OP drought operations, and flow
percentiles for each day of the year computed from historical data.

3.2 System Demands and Constraints
Decisions concerning drought operations require consideration of the WMA suppliers’ recent water
demands as well as their water treatment and distribution system capacities and constraints. System
demands and constraints in September 2010 are discussed below.
3.2.1 Water Demand
During drought operations, each WMA supplier provides CO-OP with data on recent demand at both the
daily and hourly time scale, as well as forecasts of daily demand for the current day and the next day.
Since the goal of the WMA cooperative water supply system is to ensure adequate supply to meet
unrestricted demand, these data are taken into account, along with historic system demand data for the
current month of the year, when evaluating the need for reservoir releases.
The Potomac River supplies approximately three quarters of the WMA system demand. Fairfax Water
withdraws water from both the Potomac River and from its Occoquan Reservoir. WSSC relies on the
Potomac River and its Patuxent reservoirs. Washington Aqueduct’s sole source of water is the Potomac,
but it has two intakes on the river, one located at Great Falls and one located just above the Little Falls
dam.
Average daily WMA water demand in September 2010 was slightly higher than the historic average. (The
historic average and maximum were both computed from September WMA withdrawal data for the
years 1995 through 2008.) In September 2010, the average and maximum daily demand for the WMA
system (Potomac River plus Occoquan and Patuxent withdrawals) was 535 MGD and 611 MGD,
respectively. This compares to the total daily demand historical average of 513 MGD and historical
maximum of 645 MGD for the month of September.
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The average and maximum total daily WMA Potomac River withdrawal values in September 2010 were
437 and 493 MGD, respectively. In comparison, the historical average and maximum total daily Potomac
withdrawals for the month of September are 405 MGD and 533 MGD.
There is significant variability in WMA withdrawals at the hourly time scale. Hourly withdrawals from the
Potomac River by the three WMA suppliers during the month of September 2010 are shown in Figure
13. This graph takes into account the fact that the WMA suppliers’ Potomac River intakes are all
upstream of Little Falls dam and that it takes varying lengths of “lag” time for their withdrawals to be
observed at the Little Falls gage. Under low flow conditions, a withdrawal by Fairfax Water takes
approximately 15 hours to be observed at the Little Falls gage, a withdrawal by WSSC takes
approximately 10 hours, and a withdrawal by Washington Aqueduct from its Great Falls intake takes
approximately 9 hours. It is assumed that a withdrawal from Washington Aqueduct’s Little Falls intake is
observed instantaneously at the Little Falls gage. The x-axis in Figure 13 represents the time at which the
effect of a withdrawal is observed at Little Falls. The graph also shows the sum of the lagged
withdrawals, along with the WMA suppliers’ historic average and maximum September total daily
Potomac withdrawal. It is evident from this graph that on an hourly basis, Potomac withdrawals
sometimes exceeded the daily historic maximum of 533 MGD.
600

Potomac River Withdrawals (lagged), MGD

500

400

300

200

100

0

WSSC

Fairfax Water

Washington Aqueduct

Total

Historic Sept average

Historic Sept maximum

Figure 13: Hourly withdrawal rates of the three WMA suppliers as observed at the Little Falls gage, compared with recent
average and maximum September daily means (1995 – 2008).
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The greatest short-term variability in Potomac withdrawal rates was observed in Washington Aqueduct
withdrawals. This is partly due to the impact of load shifting between the Great Falls and Little Falls
intakes. Figure 14 shows Washington Aqueduct’s Little Falls, Great Falls (lagged), and total withdrawals
during September 2010.
When Washington Aqueduct increases its Little Falls withdrawal, the benefit of a corresponding
reduction in its Great Falls withdrawal will not be evident at the Little Falls gage for a number of hours
due to the lag time. Therefore, there are periods of time when the sum of an increased Little Falls
withdrawal and the original Great Falls withdrawal is impacting the stage recorded at the Little Falls
gage. Another cause of the variability in total Washington Aqueduct withdrawals is the presence of
unexplained spikes in its Great Falls withdrawals.

Potomac River withdrawals (lagged), MGD

Recommendation: High intra-daily variability in Potomac withdrawal rates increases the uncertainty in
flow forecasts, and requires use of higher margins of safety when determining the need for reservoir
releases. CO-OP staff will meet with each WMA utility to discuss the feasibility of reducing variability in
withdrawal rates during drought operations.
300

200

100

0

Washington Aqueduct

Washington Aqueduct - Great Falls

Washington Aqueduct - Little Falls

Figure 14: Washington Aqueduct’s hourly withdrawal rates as observed at the Little Falls gage.

3.2.2 System Constraints
Load shifts are used during drought operations to help optimize the use of available supplies and to help
meet the environmental flow recommendations at Great Falls and Little Falls. Fairfax Water and WSSC
may be asked to shift a portion of their withdrawals from the Potomac River to their off-Potomac
reservoirs in order to avoid or postpone release of water from Jennings Randolph or Little Seneca
reservoirs. Alternatively, they may be asked to shift a portion of their withdrawals away from their offPotomac reservoirs in order to preserve storage and take advantage of a temporary rise in flow in the
Potomac. Washington Aqueduct is sometime asked to shift a portion of its withdrawal away from its
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Great Falls intake to its intake downstream at Little Falls in order to help meet the 300 MGD minimum
recommended flow between Great Falls and Little Falls.
There are limits on the amount of water that can be withdrawn from a given intake, and these limits,
determined by water treatment plant capacities and water distribution system constraints, must be
taken into account when devising load shift requests. Updates on treatment plant capacities, provided
to CO-OP staff by the WMA suppliers at the Drought Operations Technical Meeting held on September
8, 2010, are given in Table 2.
Fairfax Water has two supply sources, the Potomac River and Occoquan Reservoir, with an
interconnected distribution system. Water transfers between certain areas of the system are limited,
however. The minimum production from its Corbalis treatment plant on the Potomac River is a function
of demand in the Potomac service area as well as pump capacities and the need to furnish part of
Loudoun County Sanitation Authority demand directly from Corbalis. Roughly, Fairfax Water’s minimum
withdrawal from its Potomac intake is the demand in its Potomac service area minus 35 MGD, where 35
MGD is the maximum amount of finished water that can be transferred out of the Occoquan service
area. Such a shift requires a notice of approximately 24 hours to configure yard piping at the Pohick
pumping station in order to implement this transfer.
Fairfax Water’s minimum production from its Griffith treatment plant on the Occoquan Reservoir is
approximately 45 MGD (25 MGD for Prince William County East plus 20 MGD for the Occoquan service
area). More accurately, it is a function of total demand in the Occoquan service area and the maximum
possible transfer of finished water from the Corbalis plant (65 MGD). Minimal advance notice is required
for this change.
In addition to this constraint, there is also a hydraulic limitation requiring a minimum Occoquan
withdrawal of 45 MGD. The minimum Occoquan withdrawal is the greater of these two constraints. The
Potomac service area demand is currently about 56% of total Fairfax Water demand, and this
percentage is expected to increase in future years.
In addition to the constraints discussed above, there were some other issues which affected September
2010 operations. WSSC had temporary difficulties in processing solids from its Patuxent water treatment
plant. This had an impact on its ability to shift withdrawals to the Patuxent reservoirs. This problem was
partially resolved by the rental of a centrifuge unit for the Patuxent waste water treatment plant.
On the morning of September 9, WSSC had a temporary power outage at its Potomac water treatment
plant. CO-OP staff was warned of the possibility of high fluctuations in WSSC’s Potomac withdrawals
throughout the day as the plant conducted tests and resumed operations.
Fairfax Water was experiencing high levels of organic carbon and dissolved manganese in the Occoquan
Reservoir, requiring additional chemicals to be added to the raw water. This problem limited the
quantity of water that could easily be shifted from the Potomac intake to the Occoquan supply. Thus,
Fairfax Water requested four or more days of notice for initiation of load shifts, which contradicted past
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guidance and assumptions in CO-OP’s water supply planning tool, Potomac River Interactive Simulation
Model (PRRISM).
Finally, it should be noted that Washington Aqueduct prefers that requests for load shifting from its
Great Falls to its Little Falls intake be minimized in order to avoid the high costs associated with use of
the Little Falls intake. Water withdrawn from Great Falls travels to Washington Aqueduct’s treatment
plant at Dalecarlia Reservoir via a gravity fed system, but water withdrawn from Little Falls must be
pumped up to Dalecarlia. In fall of 2010, pumping costs at Little Falls were $4,000/day to operate the 65
MGD pump, $6,000/day to operate the 94 MGD, and $9,000/day to operate one of the 125 MGD
pumps.
Recommendations
1. CO-OP staff should meet with water utility staff to further discuss constraints and notification times
related to load shifting.
2. CO-OP staff should explore strategies for minimizing requests to Washington Aqueduct to use the
Little Falls intake. The Edwards Ferry stage monitor, which is expected to be operational again in
2011, should be helpful in this regard. The gage is expected to improve confidence in short-term
Great Falls and Little Falls flow forecasts.
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Table 2: Summer 2010 WMA water treatment plant production capacities (MGD).

WSSC
Potomac max
Potomac min
Patuxent max
Patuxent min

200
100
62-65 a
27-30
Fairfax Water

Potomac max
Potomac min
Occoquan max
Occoquan min
Dalecarlia max
Dalecarlia min
McMillan max
McMillan min
Total Potomac
Total System

b

225
50-60 MGD range, lower in the winter and higher in the summer c
120 d
The greater of: 45, or (Occoquan service area demand minus 65) e
Aqueduct
200
60
65-70 flat rate constrained by turbidity although short term can
increase to 120 max
63
TOTALS, maximum
735 with short term increases possible
920 with short term increases possible

a

The Patuxent plant maximum depends on reservoir levels. Within ten years, when the new plant is completed, it will be rated at 72 MGD with
an emergency maximum of 120 MGD.
b
Capacity of the Corbalis plant will be expanded to 300 MGD at some point in the future.
c
The minimum current production from the Potomac is a function of demand in the Potomac service area as well as pump capacities and the
need to furnish part of Loudoun County Sanitation Authority demand directly from Corbalis (Potomac) plant. Roughly, the minimum Potomac
demand is the fraction of the total demand service by Potomac minus 35 MGD. (35 MGD is the maximum that can be transferred from the
Occoquan service area, but note that approximately 24 hours notice is required to configure yard piping at Pohick pumping station.)
d
The Occoquan plant capacity will be increased to 160 MGD at some time in the future.
e
The minimum current production from Occoquan is approximately 45 MGD (25 to Pr Will East + 20 Main Service area). More accurately, it is a
function of total demand in the Occoquan service area, and the maximum possible transfer from Potomac plant. The maximum transfer rate
from the Potomac plant to the Occoquan service area is 65 MGD, and minimal advance notice is required to effect this change. In addition to
this constraint, there is also a hydraulic limitation requiring a minimum Occoquan withdrawal of 45 MGD. The minimum Occoquan demand is
the greater of these two constraints. The fraction of demand that comes from the Potomac service area is currently about 0.56, but will grow
with time.

3.3 Reservoir Releases
The CO-OP utilities jointly own water supply storage in two facilities that can be used to augment
Potomac River flow upstream of the WMA. One of these, Jennings Randolph Reservoir, is located more
than 200 miles upstream of Washington, D.C., on the North Branch of the Potomac River between
Garrett County, Maryland, and Mineral County, West Virginia. The other, Little Seneca Reservoir, is
located in Black Hill Regional Park in Montgomery County, Maryland. In addition, water supply releases
from Jennings Randolph are typically supplemented, at a five-to-one ratio, with releases from Savage
Reservoir. This reservoir is located on Savage River, a tributary of the North Branch of the Potomac
River.
Requests for water supply releases from the North Branch reservoirs are made by CO-OP staff to the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Baltimore District Office, which operates Jennings Randolph and makes
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release decisions for Savage Reservoir. The Corps prefers that release requests be made by 9 a.m., or
earlier, if possible. Requests for water supply releases from Little Seneca Reservoir are made to WSSC,
the operator of this reservoir. Because the dam at Little Seneca can be operated remotely and an
operator is on call 24 hours a day, releases from Little Seneca can be initiated or revised quickly. This is
subject to the constraint that Black Hill Regional Park staff has been notified ahead of time that water
supply releases may occur in the coming days.
CO-OP’s primary goals during drought operations are to meet WMA demand and to meet the minimum
environmental flow recommendation of 100 MGD (155 cfs) for the Potomac River at Little Falls dam.
This dam is located below all WMA water supply intakes and is the location of a USGS stream flow gage
station. There is also a minimum flow recommendation of 300 MGD in the section of the river between
Great Falls and Little Falls. Reservoir releases are requested when staff estimates that natural Potomac
River flows in the coming days will not be adequate to achieve these goals. CO-OP staff has estimated
that releases from the North Branch reservoirs and Little Seneca Reservoir take approximately 9 days
and 1.2 days, respectively, to reach Little Falls during low flow periods. These times are approximate
since travel times are dependent on both the river flow rate and the release volume. Therefore, in
evaluating the need for a release, flow forecasts one to nine days in the future are needed.
To determine the need for reservoir releases to augment Potomac River flow, CO-OP staff makes
estimates of both supply and demand one to nine days in the future. Future scenarios for total demand
are developed by reviewing a variety of information, including recent withdrawal data from the water
suppliers, today and tomorrow’s forecasts of total demand from the suppliers, average and maximum
historical total demands for each supplier (which, during fall 2010 operations, was based on 1995
through 2008 withdrawal data), and current and forecasted local weather conditions. Future Potomac
demand, that is, the portion of total demand that will be supplied by the Potomac River, is then
computed as the difference between forecasted total demand and the amount of demand that can be
supplied by the Occoquan and Patuxent reservoirs. Future withdrawals from these off-Potomac
reservoirs are estimated based on information concerning current system constraints from the water
suppliers and on predictions from CO-OP’s reservoir refill tools. The Potomac demand scenarios for one
to nine days in the future are then entered, along with the most recent flow data, into CO-OP’s Potomac
River flow forecasting tools.
In the drought of 2010, a release was initiated from Jennings Randolph Reservoir at approximately 8:30
a.m. on September 10, 2010. That morning’s flow forecast indicated a need for additional water at the
Little Falls dam in nine days time under a number of conservative assumptions. These assumptions are
discussed below. A decision was made to request an additional 170 MGD (263 cfs) from the North
Branch reservoirs.
Release requests are made to the Corps in the form of a target for flow at the USGS gage station on the
North Branch of the Potomac River at Luke, Maryland. Because flow at Luke had been approximately
173 cfs in recent days, staff requested a Luke flow target of approximately 435 cfs (173 cfs plus 263 cfs).
Table 3 is a summary of water supply releases made from the North Branch reservoirs in 2010. No water
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supply releases were made from Little Seneca Reservoir, apart from the time-of-travel test release,
described in the next section.
During water supply releases, the Corps uses a water accounting procedure to determine how water
released from Jennings Randolph Reservoir should be allocated between the water quality and water
supply storage accounts. This procedure assumes that water quality releases are reduced to the
minimum required level during water supply releases. Therefore, the Corps deduction from the water
supply account is generally somewhat greater than CO-OP’s original estimate of water supply need (see
the second and fifth columns of Table 3). However, on two days during which water supply releases
were made, September 18 and 19, the Corps released more than the minimum required water quality
quantities in order to support the needs of downstream fishermen. Figure 15 shows the effects of the
Jennings Randolph Reservoir water supply release on downstream gaged flow at Little Falls.
Table 3: Water supply releases from the North Branch reservoirs made in September 2010.

ICPRB-calculated volumes
Estimated
water supply
a
need
(MGD)

Luke target

(cfs)

(MGD)

USACE-calculated volumes and allocations

Luke
observed

Release from
JRR water
supply
account

Release from
JRR water
quality
account

Savage
Reservoir
release

Local
inflow
above
Luke

(MGD)

(MGD)

(MGD)

(MGD)

(MGD)

9/10/2010

170

435

281

271

176

62

36

6

9/11/2010

170

435

281

286

174

62

36

6

9/12/2010

170

435

281

284

174

62

36

6

9/13/2010

150

405

262

264

154

59

36

6

9/14/2010

115

351

227

229

123

57

36

10

9/15/2010

140

390

252

253

142

57

36

10

9/16/2010

140

390

252

262

154

57

36

10

9/17/2010

90

312

202

215

110

57

36

10

9/18/2010

45

243

157

209

53

110

36

10

9/19/2010

45

243

157

208

52

110

36

10

9/20/2010

40

235

152

164

64

57

31

6

9/23/2010

90

312

202

196

109

59

28

6

b

1365

1485

809

419

Total
a

Calculated from an assumed baseline of 173 cfs, the observed flow at Luke in the days prior to the first water supply release.
b
Total does not include values from 9/21 and 9/22, which were days in which no water supply releases were made.

The decision to request a water supply release from Jennings Randolph Reservoir is based on a number
of factors, including the nine-day flow forecasts from CO-OP’s flow forecasting tools (see Section 4.2),
long-term forecasts from CO-OP’s reservoir refill tools (see Section 4.5), an estimate of total WMA
Potomac demand nine days in the future, and information from the National Weather Service on recent
and forecasted precipitation in the basin.
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In the fall of 2010, CO-OP staff used several conservative assumptions in determining the need for a
Jennings Randolph release. First, the nine day flow forecast was based primarily on observed flow at
Point of Rocks (see Section 4 for a description of the flow forecasting algorithms used in 2010), which
had provided the most accurate short-term prediction of flow at Little Falls over the course of the
summer during low flow periods, but generally gave the lowest flow prediction of the three forecast
algorithms. Second, total WMA Potomac demand nine days in the future was estimated to be the
maximum historical daily withdrawal for the month of September, based on 1995 to 2008 data. This
assumption was not unreasonable given the observed hourly withdrawals in September of 2010 (see
Figure 13), but was more conservative than that used in CO-OP’s long-term planning tool, PRRISM.
Finally, staff used a margin of safety of 100 MGD for the Jennings release, in an effort to account for
potential water losses, as observed in 2002 (Kiang and Hagen, 2003). No such margin of safety is used by
PRRISM for Jennings Randolph releases.

Figure 15: Measured flow at Little Falls compared to the estimate of flow that would have been observed without the
Jennings Randolph Reservoir water supply releases.

Two rain events occurred during the September releases. The basin received between 0.10 to 0.75
inches on September 12, and between 0.25 to 1.5 inches on September 17. National Weather Service
maps of gridded multi-sensor precipitation observations for these dates (from
http://water.weather.gov/precip/index.php) are shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17. These rain events
were judged by CO-OP staff to be too small to have a significant impact on Potomac River flows given
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the extremely dry soil moisture conditions throughout the basin. Therefore, CO-OP continued to rely on
recession-based flow forecasts to make decisions concerning releases. However, this judgment proved
to be incorrect; flows at Little Falls were in the range of 400 to 700 MGD after September 12. Thus, as is
evident from Figure 15, WMA demand would have been met without the September water supply
releases. As has been noted before (Kiang and Hagen, 2003), CO-OP is in need of a quantitative flow
forecasting tool that takes into account recent rain events. (Section 4.3 of this report contains more
details and discussion on the use and on the accuracy of CO-OP’s flow forecasting tools during drought
monitoring and drought operations.)
The conservative assumptions used to determine the need for a Jennings Randolph release in
September 2010 reduced the likelihood that flows would drop below desired levels due to forecast
uncertainties. Because it was autumn, flows were soon expected to rise due to decreasing evapotranspiration and demands were expected to fall. Additionally, CO-OP’s reservoir storage prediction
tools (see Section 4.5) showed that reservoir storage levels were not expected to drop to levels that
would prevent refill by June 1 of the coming year. These conservative assumptions relied too heavily on
Jennings Randolph to provide a margin of safety for uncertainties and too little on Little Seneca
Reservoir and were not consistent with those used in CO-OP’s long-term planning tool, PRRISM.
However, if the drought had continued, CO-OP’s overall goal of balancing storage in Jennings Randolph
and Little Seneca reservoirs would have shifted use of these two reservoirs towards increased reliance
on Little Seneca, to address any growing imbalance between Jennings and Little Seneca storage.
Recommendations:
•

•

CO-OP should better align current drought operations procedures with planning tool
assumptions in order to guarantee that operational procedures are appropriate to sustain
supply during a drought similar to the drought of record:
o Planning tool assumptions should be periodically reviewed by drought operations staff and
included in operations guidance material.
o Though CO-OP’s reservoir refill tools provide valuable information for release decisions for
individual reservoirs, potential decision support tools should be identified which could help
balance use of reservoirs from the point of view of the entire system, based on historic flow
probabilities and operational decisions incorporated into the planning tool.
CO-OP should continue to investigate and pursue options for flow forecasting tools that can
predict the impact of recent rain events and account for inhomogeneities in the spatial
distribution of precipitation in the basin:
o CO-OP staff will meet with the Middle Atlantic River Forecast Center (MARFC) to discuss the
performance of the newly available stream ensemble forecasts under low flow conditions.
o CO-OP staff will continue to communicate with researchers working on the Chesapeake Bay
Forecast System, which will couple meteorological forecasts from the Weather Research &
Forecasting Model with the SWAT watershed model to provide 20-day flow forecasts for
major rivers in the Bay. The Potomac River is the team’s second pilot model.
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Figure 16: Spatial distribution of precipitation observed in the Potomac basin on September 12, 2010.

Figure 17: Spatial distribution of precipitation observed in the Potomac basin on September 17, 2010.

3.4 Little Seneca Time of Travel Test Release
A test release from Little Seneca Reservoir was initiated on September 9, 2010. The 50 MGD (77.36 cfs)
release began at 8:00 a.m. and lasted approximately 24 hours. Prior to the release, staff at the Black Hill
Regional Park was notified, as discussed above in the section on communications. The purpose of the
release was to provide an additional data point for estimating the flow-dependent travel time from the
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reservoir to Little Falls dam. The arrival time at Little Falls of many of the past test releases has been
obscured by rain and other unexpected events.
The release took about five hours to travel to the USGS Seneca Creek gage station at Dawsonville,
Maryland, arriving at approximately 13:00 hours. On the following day, flow at Little Falls dropped more
rapidly than expected, and Washington Aqueduct was requested to shift a portion of their withdrawal
from their Great Falls intake to their Little Falls intake in order to ensure that the Great Falls minimum
flow recommendation was met. This operational change made the arrival of the release at Little Falls
difficult to detect. However, a comparison of the flow at Little Falls predicted by the hourly forecast tool,
with and without the augmentation provided by the release, indicates that the travel time was within
the range expected from past data.
Figure 18 and Figure 19 show flow downstream of Seneca Reservoir as well as flow at Little Falls. Figure
18 includes observed data from the Seneca release in order to make three projection estimates for
possible Little Falls flow. Figure 19 excludes the Seneca release from the observed data in order to make
three projections for possible Little Falls flow without the influence of the Seneca release. By comparing
these two figures, one can estimate that the Seneca release arrived sometime on September 10
between 10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. This corresponds to a travel time from Seneca Reservoir to Little Falls
of 1.1 to 1.3 days.
Prior to the release, concerns were raised by the Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning
Commission regarding whether or not the release would stay within the existing stream channel. ICPRB
staff observed the release approximately one mile downstream of the reservoir at the Lodge at Seneca
Creek, a Montgomery County park. An increase in flow was noticeable approximately an hour after the
release began.
Stream levels were photographed on the mornings of September 9 and 10 (see Appendix C). The
observed flow remained well within the channel.
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Figure 18: Flow forecasts during the time of travel test release from Little Seneca Reservoir. This set of flow forecasts
includes the Seneca release as observed at Seneca Creek at Dawsonville, Maryland.

Figure 19: Flow forecasts during the time of travel test release from Little Seneca Reservoir. This set of flow forecasts exclude
the Seneca release as observed at Seneca Creek at Dawsonville, Maryland.
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4 Drought Operations Analysis Tools

During drought operations, CO-OP staff makes decisions throughout each day concerning reservoir
releases and withdrawal targets for Potomac River and off-Potomac reservoir intakes. A suite of
computer models and analytical tools are used to assist in these operational decisions. Forecasted
Potomac River flow nine days in the future is a key input for determining the need for a release from the
North Branch reservoirs. Forecasts of flows nine to 36 hours in the future are used to determine the
need for a release from Little Seneca Reservoir and to develop the daily strategy for use of the
Occoquan and Patuxent reservoirs and Washington Aqueduct’s intake at Little Falls. In 2010, CO-OP
drought operations and flow forecasting procedures were updated with the creation of three new
spreadsheet tools:
•
•
•

Data download tool – to automate compilation of daily and real-time stream flow and reservoir
level data from USGS websites, based on user-provided start and end dates;
Daily operations and flow forecasting tool – to provide forecasts of Potomac River flow at Little
Falls dam at a daily time scale, based on recent daily stream flow and demand data; and
Hourly flow forecasting tool – to provide forecasts of Potomac River flow at Little Falls dam at
an hourly time scale, based on recent real-time stream flow data and hourly demand data.

4.1 Data Download Tool
The new drought operations tools rely on recent daily and hourly data from 15 stream gages in the
Potomac River drainage area upstream of Little Falls dam. Additionally, stream gages on the mainstem
of the Potomac River and North Branch of the Potomac River provide useful data to verify and adjust
model inputs such as time of travel estimates. Lastly, four stream gages and two reservoir elevation
gages provide information on the inflow, outflow, and reservoir storage at the North Branch reservoirs.
Stream flow and elevation gages currently used in CO-OP flow forecasting tools are shown in Figure 20
and listed in Table 4.
A Data Download tool was created using Visual Basic for Excel to automate the compilation of data from
these gages. The tool consists of a spreadsheet file with the following pages:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Readme: Contains instructions on use of the tool
Links for Manual Download: Allows the user to specify the start time and end time for the
data download. Different time periods may be specified for the hourly data and daily data.
Sites File: Contains a table which generates the links to the data and defines the copy/paste
cells. The user may add a gage to this list or switch a gage out with another one.
Daily Download: Contains button options to start download of average daily flow data, delete
dates with no data, or fill blanks with #N/A.
Hourly Download: Contains button options to start download of real-time data and delete
dates with no data.
Copy-DailyFlowDownload-cfs: Contains button options to generate a table of compiled daily
data that can be copied and used elsewhere.
Copy-HrlyFlowDownload-cfs: Contains button options to generate a table of compiled hourly
data that can be copied and used elsewhere.
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Table 4: USGS stream flow gage stations used by CO-OP in 2010.
Station No.

Station Name

Drainage
2
Area (mi )

Period of Record (YYYY-MM-DD)

101

1930-09-26 to present

332

1909-07-12 to present

817

1929-10-01 to present

9651

1895-02-01 to present

3041

1895-04-01 to present

281

1897-07-01 to present

273

1947-07-23 to present

494

1928-06-01 to present

4064

1932-10-01 to present

675

1922-12-12 to present

102

1967-07-01 to present

Uses

Upstream gages used to predict flow at Little Falls
01645000

SENECA CREEK AT DAWSONVILLE, MD

01644000

GOOSE CREEK NEAR LEESBURG, VA

01643000

MONOCACY RIVER AT JUG BRIDGE NEAR FREDERICK, MD

01638500

POTOMAC RIVER AT POINT OF ROCKS, MD

01636500

SHENANDOAH RIVER AT MILLVILLE, WV

01619500

ANTIETAM CREEK NEAR SHARPSBURG, MD

01616500

OPEQUON CREEK NEAR MARTINSBURG, WV

01614500

CONOCOCHEAGUE CREEK AT FAIRVIEW, MD

01613000

POTOMAC RIVER AT HANCOCK, MD

01611500

CACAPON RIVER NEAR GREAT CACAPON, WV

01610155

SIDELING HILL CREEK NEAR BELLEGROVE, MD

01609000

TOWN CREEK NEAR OLDTOWN, MD

01608500

SOUTH BRANCH POTOMAC RIVER NEAR SPRINGFIELD, WV

148
1461

1928-07-12 to 1935-09-30; 196706-01 to 1981-09-30; 2001-05-01
to 2005-06-21; 2006-10-01 to
present
1899-07-01 to present

Point of Rocks, Hancock,
and Luke predictions of
flow at Little Falls
Point of Rocks, Hancock,
and Luke predictions of
flow at Little Falls
Point of Rocks, Hancock,
and Luke predictions of
flow at Little Falls
Point of Rocks predictions
of flow at Little Falls
Hancock and Luke
predictions of flow at
Little Falls
Hancock and Luke
predictions of flow at
Little Falls
Hancock and Luke
predictions of flow at
Little Falls
Hancock and Luke
predictions of flow at
Little Falls
Hancock prediction of
flow at Little Falls
Luke prediction of flow at
Little Falls
Luke prediction of flow at
Little Falls
Luke prediction of flow at
Little Falls
Luke prediction of flow at
Little Falls
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Station No.

Station Name

01604500

PATTERSON CREEK NEAR HEADSVILLE, WV

01601500

WILLS CREEK NEAR CUMBERLAND, MD

01598500

NORTH BRANCH POTOMAC RIVER AT LUKE, MD

Drainage
2
Area (mi )
221

1938-09-01 to present

Luke prediction of flow at
Little Falls

247

1905-05-01 to present

402

1899-06-27 to 1906-07-15; 194910-01 to present

Luke prediction of flow at
Little Falls
Luke prediction of flow at
Little Falls

Period of Record (YYYY-MM-DD)

Uses

Gages used to calibrate model inputs and assess model accuracy
01646500

POTOMAC RIVER NEAR WASH, DC LITTLE FALLS PUMP STA

11,560

1930-03-01 to present
1938-10-01 to present

01610000

POTOMAC RIVER AT PAW PAW, WV

3129
1929-05-24 to present

01603000

NORTH BRANCH POTOMAC RIVER NEAR CUMBERLAND, MD

877

Minimum flow target of
100 MGD
Calibration point for
adjustment of flowdependent time of travel
estimates
Calibration point for
adjustment of flowdependent time of travel
estimates

Additional gages
01595800

NORTH BRANCH POTOMAC RIVER AT BARNUM, WV

266

1966-07-01 to 1985-09-30; October
1985 to September 2003 (operated
as a partial-record station only),
2003-10-01 to present

01597500

SAVAGE RIV BELOW SAVAGE RIV DAM NEAR BLOOMINGTON, MD

106

1948-10-01 to present

01595500

NORTH BRANCH POTOMAC RIVER AT KITZMILLER, MD

225

1949-10-01 to present

01596500

SAVAGE RIVER NEAR BARTON, MD

49.1

1948-09-18 to present

Unadjusted Savage inflow

01595790

BLOOMINGTON LAKE NEAR ELK GARDEN, WV

NA

1988-08-19 to present

Reservoir elevation

01597490

SAVAGE RIVER RESERVOIR NEAR BLOOMINGTON, MD

NA

1988-08-25 to present

Reservoir elevation

Approximate Jennings
release
Approximate Savage
release
Unadjusted Jennings
inflow
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Figure 20: Locations of USGS stream flow gage stations used by CO-OP in 2010.
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4.2 Flow Forecasting Tools
Forecasts of Potomac River flow can be based on a variety of meteorological and hydrological inputs,
including stream flows, precipitation, temperature, and soil moisture conditions. Currently, CO-OP’s
quantitative flow prediction tools are based solely on current and recently observed stream flows at
locations on the Potomac River and its tributaries. In the early years of CO-OP, the procedures for
forecasting Potomac River flow upstream of the WMA intakes were based primarily on current flow at
Point of Rocks (CO-OP Drought Operations Manual, 1988).
More recently, nine-day flow forecasts used in drought operations and in CO-OP’s long-term planning
tool, the PRRISM model, have been made using two alternative methods (Prelewicz et al., 2004): 1) a
hydrographic recession equation based on historical daily flow at Little Falls during periods of drought,
and 2) a flow accumulation algorithm, which sums flows at five stream flow gage locations upstream of
Little Falls (Potomac River at Hancock, Shenandoah River at Millville, Monocacy River, Conococheague
Creek at Fairview, Antietam Creek, and Seneca Creek at Dawsonville) and incorporates stream flow
recession forecasts and appropriate lag times and area adjustment factors.
In recent years, ICPRB staff has also been evaluating the usefulness of stage data from ICPRB’s water
level monitor on the Potomac River at Edwards Ferry for making short-term forecasts of flow at Little
Falls. These forecasts are based on correlations between Edwards Ferry stage and Little Falls flow
(Hagen et al., 2006). The Edwards Ferry monitoring equipment was not operational in 2010, so this last
method of flow forecasting will not be discussed in this report.
The latest versions of CO-OP’s Potomac River flow forecasts were implemented in two new Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet files, one based on daily and another based on real-time stream flow data. These are
discussed in the following sections.
4.2.1 Daily Flow Forecast Tool
This set of spreadsheets (DroughtOps_Daily.xlsx) is based on average daily flow and withdrawal data. Its
data input tables can be easily updated. This tool allows CO-OP staff to quickly generate flow predictions
needed for drought operations. Because of its daily time step, this tool is appropriate for predicting flow
nine days in the future in order to determine if releases from the North Branch reservoirs are needed.
Recent daily flow and withdrawal data are entered into a separate spreadsheet (Data_Daily.xls) and
automatically read by the daily forecast spreadsheet. The user can input a future scenario of Potomac
River withdrawals and reservoir releases and see a graphical display of flow predictions generated from
four different forecasting algorithms. The four algorithms are described below in Section 4.2.3. This tool
also contains a page which assembles the current day’s flow and withdrawal information into the
drought reporting e-mail.
4.2.2 Hourly Flow Forecast Tool
This set of spreadsheets (DroughtOps_Hourly.xlsx) is based on real-time flow data, interpolated to an
hourly time step, and hourly withdrawal data. Because of its hourly time step, it is appropriate for
making short-term predictions (nine to 36 hours in the future) that inform operational decisions
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regarding releases from Little Seneca Reservoir, load shifting to or from the Occoquan and Patuxent
reservoirs, and load shifting between Washington Aqueduct’s Great Falls and Little Falls intakes.
Similar to the daily tool, the hourly tool automatically reads hourly flows and withdrawals from a
separate spreadsheet (Data_Hourly.xls). The user can input a future withdrawal and reservoir release
scenario and see a graphical display of flow predictions at an hourly time step from three different
forecasting algorithms, described below. This tool also includes an estimate of flow at Great Falls, which
is approximately nine hours upstream of the USGS gage at Little Falls.
4.2.3 Flow Forecasting Algorithms
Both the daily and the hourly flow forecasting tools provide three predictions of Potomac River flow at
Little Falls based on data from different sets of upstream gages:
1) Point of Rocks forecast: Based on the sum of recent and forecasted flows for the Potomac River at
the Point of Rocks gage plus three tributaries between Point of Rocks and Little Falls. The
watersheds contributing to this prediction, indicated in Table 4 and shown in Figure 21, comprise a
total of 10,901 mi2, or 94% of the Potomac basin drainage area upstream of Little Falls.
2) Hancock forecast: Based on the sum of recent and forecasted flows for the Potomac River at the
Hancock gage plus seven tributaries between Hancock and Little Falls, including the Shenandoah
River. The watersheds contributing to this prediction, indicated in Table 4 and shown in Figure 22,
comprise a total of 9,403 mi2, or 81% of the Potomac basin drainage area upstream of Little Falls.
3) Luke forecast: Based on the sum of recent and forecasted flows for the North Branch Potomac River
at the Luke gage plus 13 tributaries between Luke and Little Falls, the two largest being the South
Branch Potomac River and the Shenandoah River. The watersheds contributing to this prediction,
indicated in Table 4 and shown in Figure 23, comprise a total of 8,595 mi2, or 74% of the Potomac
basin drainage area upstream of Little Falls.
In addition, the daily flow prediction tool includes a fourth prediction:
4) Little Falls flow recession forecast: This prediction is obtained from the Little Falls recession curve,
an empirical equation for Little Falls recession flows derived from a data set of “natural” flows at
Little Falls during historic periods of drought. Natural flow is defined as the flow that would have
been observed at the Little Falls gage without the effects of Washington metropolitan Potomac
withdrawals and without the presence of the North Branch reservoirs. According to this equation,
natural flow at Little Falls in nine days time, QLittle Falls (t + 9), is related to natural flow at Little Falls on
the current day, QLittle Falls (t), by the expression,
(Equation 1)

where flow is measured in MGD and “t” represents time in days.
The flow predictions described above (Point of Rocks, Hancock, and Luke), are all made using a simple
flow accumulation algorithm which sums observed and forecasted flows from upstream watersheds,
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taking into account lag times, that is, the time it takes for flow from an upstream location to arrive at
Little Falls, and applying area adjustment factors to compensate for the fact that only a portion of the
watershed is represented by the gaged locations.
The forecasted flows are obtained from a simple recession model described below. Potomac River flow
at Little Falls at time t, QLittle Falls (t), is estimated to be the accumulated flow from all contributing
watersheds, that is,
(Equation 2)

where
Qi (t)

= flow from contributing watershed, i, at time, t

Ai

= area adjustment factor for watershed, i

TLAGi = lag time, that is, time of travel of a flow profile between the gage, i, and the
gage at Little Falls dam
N

=

number of contributing watersheds

4.2.4 Lag Times
The flow accumulation algorithm used for the three forecasts based on upstream gage data incorporates
lag times which account for the time it takes for a flow profile observed at an upstream gage to travel
downstream and, in this case, arrive at Little Falls. It should be noted that lag times are flow-dependent
– increasing as flow decreases.
Both the daily and the hourly forecast tools allow the user to optimize lag times and area adjustment
factors for current conditions. The user can adjust these model inputs and observe the effects visually by
looking at graphs of measured versus predicted flows at five Potomac River gage locations: Paw Paw,
Cumberland, Hancock, Point of Rocks, and Little Falls. Lag time and area adjustment factor changes can
also be evaluated quantitatively by observing changes in mean errors and mean square errors for flow
predictions, which are computed in the spreadsheets. Typical lag times and area adjustment factors
used in fall 2010 drought operations are given in Table 5.
Lag times are implemented in the daily flow forecast tool by means of an interpolation function which is
not native to Excel but is available for free download at XlXtrFun™ Extra Functions for Microsoft Excel.
This function provides estimates of lagged flows even for non-integer lag times. Lag times, converted to
units of hours, are implemented in the hourly flow forecast tool by means of the Excel “offset” function.
Strictly speaking, the forecast range of the flow accumulation equation is determined by the smallest lag
time involved in the forecast. For example, the Point of Rocks forecast provides estimates of flow at
Little Falls up to one day in the future, since flows measured at the gages at Goose Creek near Leesburg
and Seneca Creek at Dawsonville both arrive at Little Falls approximately one day later. Practically
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speaking, the Point of Rocks forecast provides an estimate of flow at Little Falls up to two days in the
future, since the travel time between Point of Rocks and Little Falls is approximately two days (under
low flow conditions), and flow at Point of Rocks accounts for the majority of the accumulated flow.
Similarly, the Hancock prediction gives a pretty good estimate of flows at Little Falls three to five days in
the future, since the lag times during low flow conditions for the largest contributing watersheds, the
Shenandoah River above Millville and the Potomac River above Hancock, are approximately 3.4 and 5.2
days, respectively. Finally, the Luke forecast, based on flows from 14 different watersheds with lag times
ranging from one day to over eight days, provides the most advance warning of upstream flow
conditions.
4.2.5 Stream Flow Recession Algorithms
To extend the time horizon of the forecasts, the flow accumulation equation is coupled with stream flow
recession equations, developed for each gage based on past data, which predict future flows under the
assumption that little or no rainfall will occur. A simple exponential decay model is commonly used in
hydrology to model the gradual falloff in stream flow during dry periods (for review, see Hall, 1968). In
this model, flow, Q, at time, t + ∆t, is related to flow at an earlier time, t, by the equation

(Equation 3)

where k is a parameter, the recession coefficient, which is obtained empirically from an analysis of past
data.
Table 5 contains the set of recession coefficients used in 2010 drought operations. These were derived
from several long recession periods that occurred in summer 2010.
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Figure 21: Gaged drainage areas used in the Point of Rocks prediction of Little Falls flow.
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Figure 22: Gaged drainage areas used in the Hancock prediction of Little Falls flow.
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Figure 23: Gaged drainage areas used in the Luke prediction of Little Falls flow.
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Table 5: Estimates of area adjustment factors, lag times, and recession coefficients used in 2010 drought operations.

1.05

Low flow
time of
travel to
Little Falls,
TLAG (days)
1

0.038

1.05

1

0.114

817

1.4

1.8

0.048

9651

1.02

2

0.050

SHENANDOAH RIVER AT MILLVILLE, WV (01636500)

3041

1.15

2.6

0.037

ANTIETAM CREEK NEAR SHARPSBURG, MD (01619500)

281

1.2

2.3

0.022

OPEQUON CREEK NEAR MARTINSBURG, WV (01616500)

273

2

3.5

0.022

CONOCOCHEAGUE CREEK AT FAIRVIEW, MD (01614500)

494

1.25

3.4

0.050

POTOMAC RIVER AT HANCOCK, MD (01613000)

4064

1.2

5.2

0.055

CACAPON RIVER NEAR GREAT CACAPON, WV (01611500)

675

1.05

5.7

0.034

SIDELING HILL CREEK NEAR BELLEGROVE, MD (01610155)

102

2

5.7

0.170

Drainage
Area
2
(mi )

Area
adjustment
factors, Ai

SENECA CREEK AT DAWSONVILLE, MD (01645000)

101

GOOSE CREEK NEAR LEESBURG, VA (01644000)
MONOCACY RIVER AT JUG BRIDGE NEAR FREDERICK, MD
(01643000)
POTOMAC RIVER AT POINT OF ROCKS, MD (01638500)

332

Station/Location

Recession
constants, ki
-1
(days )

148

2

6.7

0.093

1461

1

7

0.048

221

1.25

7

0.108

WILLS CREEK NEAR CUMBERLAND, MD (01601500)
NORTH BRANCH POTOMAC RIVER AT LUKE, MD
(01598500)
Little Seneca Reservoir

247

1.25

7.2

0.054

402

1

8.2

NA

NA

NA

1.2

NA

Fairfax Water Potomac River intake

NA

NA

0.625

NA

WSSC Potomac River intake
Washington Aqueduct Potomac River intake at Great
Falls

NA

NA

0.400

NA

NA

NA

0.376

NA

TOWN CREEK NEAR OLDTOWN, MD(01609000)
SOUTH BRANCH POTOMAC RIVER NEAR SPRINGFIELD,
WV (01608500)
PATTERSON CREEK NEAR HEADSVILLE, WV (01604500)
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4.3 Performance of Flow Forecasting Tools during Drought of 2010
The new flow forecasting tools were used by CO-OP staff in the summer and fall of 2010 during drought
operations. Experience gained during the summer months helped build confidence in predictive abilities
of the new tools and the three flow accumulation models. For example, throughout mid- to late-June,
the flow forecast tools provided a fairly accurate prediction of when flow at Point of Rocks would drop
below 2,000 cfs, the trigger for CO-OP daily drought monitoring. Forecasts made at the end of August
(see Figure 24) accurately alerted CO-OP staff to the fact that towards the end of the long Labor Day
weekend, flows would drop to the range of 400 to 600 MGD, requiring commencement of CO-OP
drought operations. These forecasts were made under the assumption that no significant precipitation
would occur throughout the forecast period. This assumption is required for model validity. This
assumption proved true in both cases.
The flow forecasting tools were used during drought operations to determine the need for releases from
Jennings Randolph Reservoir and the need for load shifting. On September 10, the nine-day flow
forecasts indicated to CO-OP staff that a release was needed from the North Branch reservoirs to meet
the 100 MGD flowby at Little Falls in nine days time (see Figure 25).
This determination was based on three conservative assumptions: i) that no precipitation would occur
during the next nine days, ii) that future flow at Little Falls would track the Point of Rocks forecast, and
iii) that Potomac withdrawals by the WMA suppliers would fall midway between their historic average
and historic maximum. Conservative assumptions were used because flow at Little Falls was observed to
drop to a level below all of the flow forecasts on September 9 and 10.
Throughout the summer, differences in the three flow accumulation model forecasts had been in the
range of 100 to 200 MGD during dry periods. Point of Rocks had consistently provided the lowest flow
forecast and Luke the highest forecast, with the Hancock forecast falling somewhere in between. Flow
at Little Falls had tracked the Hancock forecast during most dry periods of the summer. The fact that
Little Falls flow dropped below the Point of Rocks forecast on September 9 and 10 suggested to CO-OP
staff that processes resulting in downstream water loss might have been increasing as flows dropped, as
had been investigated during CO-OP drought operations in 2002 (Kiang and Hagen, 2003).
In subsequent days, the flow forecasting tools continued to indicate a need for flow augmentation to
meet the Little Falls flow-by. However, two rain events occurred, which violated assumptions used by
the forecasting models: a small event on September 12 and a larger event on September 17. As
discussed in Section 3 of this report, these rain events were judged by CO-OP staff to be too small to
have a significant impact on Potomac River flows given the extremely dry soil moisture conditions
throughout the basin, and CO-OP continued to rely on its recession-based flow forecasts to make
decisions concerning releases. However, after the rain events the flow forecasts based on the simple
recession algorithms proved to be unreliable, and flows at Little Falls remained in the range of 400 to
700 MGD.
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Figure 24: Forecasts of observed flow at Little Falls for the period from September 1 through 15 as predicted on August 31.
This graph was generated using the daily forecast tool.
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Figure 25: Forecasts of observed flow at Little Falls for the period from September 1 through 15 as predicted on September
10. This graph was generated using the daily forecast tool.

4.4 Accuracy of Flow Prediction Tools
Forecasts of flow at Little Falls nine days in the future are used to help determine whether or not
releases are needed from the North Branch reservoirs. Shorter term forecasts are used for load shifting
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and Little Seneca release decisions. In both cases, an understanding of the uncertainty inherent in the
forecasts is important. For example, a margin of safety is added to Little Seneca release targets to
ensure that the recommended Little Falls environmental flow minimum of 100 MGD is not missed
because of forecast errors. A Little Seneca release margin of safety of 30 MGD is currently used in the
CO-OP planning tool, PRRISM. The large forecasting uncertainties observed in 2002 prompted CO-OP
staff at that time to use a margin of safety of 100 MGD for Little Seneca releases (Kiang and Hagen,
2003). This practice was continued in 2010.
Because the tools used for forecasting flows in 2010 drought operations are new, an analysis of their
accuracy and expected error is needed to inform future use of the tools. In this section, results from
analyses of forecasting errors are presented. The error analyses are based on the daily forecast model
and the long-term record of daily flows at the gages listed in Table 4. The analysis of short-term
forecasts does not use data from 2010. Instead, the long-term, historical data set was used to provide
more data points from previous periods of drought.
The daily tool was used for this analysis because records of daily flow data are available since at least
1949 for key Potomac basin gages. In contrast, intra-daily data is only available since 1990. Since both
the hourly and the daily flow forecast models are based on the same flow accumulation and stream flow
recession algorithms, results are largely applicable to both models.
4.4.1 Accuracy of Short-term Forecasts
Methods
The daily forecast tool was used to analyze errors in predictions of adjusted flow at Little Falls over the
historical period of record for the three prediction tools used in 2010 drought operations (Point of
Rocks, Hancock, and Luke). As discussed above, the three predictions are based on flows measured at
upstream gage locations and on forecasts of future upstream flows from flow recession equations.
Because the model data sets were populated with historical flow data, forecasts of future upstream
flows were not necessary, so this error analysis does not quantify the additional error that would be
introduced by using the recession analyses to predict future flows.
The analysis is based on historical flow and demand data from June 1, 1930 through December 31, 2008.
Because the accuracy of the flow accumulation algorithm depends on lag times, flow-dependent lag
times were used for the three largest gaged drainage areas: Potomac River at Point of Rocks, Potomac
River at Hancock, and Shenandoah River at Millville. These lag times, given in Table 6, were estimated
using an optimization procedure which minimized the mean sum of the square of the forecast errors for
a given range of flows at Little Falls for the Point of Rocks lag times and at Point of Rocks for the Hancock
and Millville lag times.
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Table 6: Flow-dependent lag times between Little Falls and upstream gages given a range of flows at Little Falls.

Little Falls flow ranges
(MGD)

Lag time from Potomac
River at Point of Rocks
(days)

Lag time from Potomac
River at Hancock (days)

Lag time from
Shenandoah River at
Millville (days)

300 to 600

2.5

5.2

3.4

600 to 900

2.3

4.7

2.8

900 to 1200

1.6

4.1

2.3

1200 to 1600

1.5

3.5

1.9

1600 to 2000

1.5

3.2

1.7

2000 to 2500

1.2

2.8

1.4

Table 7: Flow-dependent lag times between Little Falls and upstream gages given a range of flows at Point of Rocks.

Point of Rocks flow ranges
(MGD)

Lag time from
Shenandoah River at
Millville (days)

Lag time from Potomac
River at Hancock (days)

500 to 1000

2.7

0.9

800 to 1100

2.4

0.5

1100 to 1400

2.5

0.7

1400 to 1700

2

0.4

1800 to 2200

1.7

0.2

2200 to 2700

1.6

0.2

Forecast errors were computed for adjusted flow at Little Falls, that is, flow that would have been
observed without the impact of WMA withdrawals. For the years 1990 through 2008, adjusted flow was
computed by adding total daily WMA Potomac withdrawals to observed daily flow at the Little Falls
gage. For years prior to 1990, USGS estimates of Little Falls adjusted flow were used. These data are
available at the USGS’s National Water Information System (NWIS) website under station number
01646502.
Forecast error was defined by the following:
Forecast error

=

(forecasted flow – actual flow)

(Equation 4)
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Statistical analyses were conducted on the forecast errors made on days when adjusted Little Falls flow
was at a level which might require a release from Little Seneca Reservoir. This level was defined as days
when Little Falls adjusted flow was less than or equal to 750 MGD. This threshold is the approximate
sum of the maximum historical combined withdrawal from the Potomac River by the WMA suppliers
between 1995 and 2008 (608 MGD), the Little Falls minimum flow target (100 MGD), and a margin of
safety (30 MGD).
Results
The mean errors of the three forecasts of Little Falls adjusted flow under low flow conditions are given
in Table 8. The probabilities that the given error is not exceeded are also shown. The cumulative
distribution function of the three sets of forecast errors is shown in Figure 26. The analyses of the
forecast errors show that on average, the Point of Rocks forecast is the most accurate, with a median
error of -20 MGD and a mean error of -11 MGD. Thus, over the period of record considered, 1930
through 2008, the Point of Rocks forecast slightly under-predicts flow at Little Falls. In comparison, the
forecasts based on Hancock and Luke data almost always over-predict flow at Little Falls. The Hancock
forecast has a median error of 117 MGD and a mean error of 135 MGD. The Luke forecast has a median
error of 175 MGD and a mean error of 197 MGD.
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Discussion
Of particular concern during drought operations is over-prediction of Little Falls flow. This could cause
CO-OP staff to underestimate the amount of water needed from upstream reservoirs and result in a
drop in flow at Little Falls below the recommended flow-by of 100 MGD.
Results in Table 8 indicate that the best available forecast, Point of Rocks, will over-predict flow at Little
Falls by 97 MGD five percent of the time, and it will over-predict by 175 MGD two percent of the time.
These errors are quite significant given that they are approximately 100% and 200% of the minimum
flow-by. Of course during actual drought operations strategies may be found to reduce this error,
perhaps by tracking and adjusting for errors observed over the past several days. On the other hand,
other uncertainties inherent in drought operations, such as uncertainties in future demand, are not
taken into account in the analysis presented here.
The cause of the large mean errors of the Hancock and Luke forecasts needs further investigation,
specifically an investigation of seasonality and changes over time. It is unlikely that the cause of the
errors is gage uncertainty. That said, USGS stream flow gage data is generally considered to only be
accurate within ±10%. But over a long period of time it is likely these errors would be random rather
than systematic.
It is possible that the use of constant, rather than flow-adjusted lag times, in the flow accumulation
equation, for all gages other than Point of Rocks, Hancock, and Millville, could introduce significant
errors.
Also, the area adjustment factors used in the analysis (see Table 5) were not determined using a
systematic optimization procedure and may be a source of error. However, use of simple area
adjustment factors to predict flow at downstream locations from upstream gage data would tend to
cause under-prediction of downstream flows during low flow periods. This is due to the fact that flows in
upstream watersheds tend to diminish, and eventually cease, due to dewatering of aquifers feeding
headwater streams.
Finally, water loss in the ungaged downstream reaches of the river may be occurring (see Kiang and
Hagen, 2003, for a discussion of potential causes of water loss). If water loss is the sole explanation of
these errors, the mean errors appearing in Table 8 provide an estimate for upstream losses. This
indicates that on average during low flow periods, approximately 135 MGD is being lost downstream of
the gages used in the Hancock forecast, approximately 197 MGD is lost in reaches of the river
downstream of the gages used in the Luke forecast, and no significant water is lost in reaches of the
river downstream of the gages used in the Point of Rocks forecast.
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Table 8: Percentile values and mean errors of the Little Falls short-term flow forecasts, on days when adjusted Little Falls
flow was in the range of 300 to 750 MGD.

Percentiles of forecast
error (probabilities of
non-exceedance)

Point of Rocks forecast
error, MGD

Hancock forecast error,
MGD

Luke forecast error,
MGD

2%

-112

-11

27

5%

-93

6

43

25%

-53

70

109

50%

-20

117

175

75%

15

188

245

95%

97

291

390

98%

175

375

524

Mean Error

-11

135

197

Probability (of non-exceedance)

100%

80%

60%
POR forecast
40%

Hancock forecast
Luke forecast

20%

0%
-200

0

200

400

600

800

Forecast error (MGD)
Figure 26: Cumulative distribution function of adjusted Little Falls flow forecast errors (forecasted minus actual), based on
forecasts for low flow days (adjusted Little Falls flow in range of 300 to 750 MGD) from 6/1/1930 through 12/31/2008.
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4.4.2 Accuracy of Nine-Day Forecasts
The accuracies of the nine-day predictions of adjusted flow at Little Falls from three of the flow
forecasting algorithms discussed in Section 4.2.3, the Point of Rocks forecast, the Hancock forecast, and
the Little Falls recession equation forecast, were evaluated for several historical periods of drought. The
Luke forecast was not included because its prediction error was determined in the previous analysis to
be significantly higher than the Point of Rocks and Hancock forecasts. Adjusted flow was estimated as
described in the previous section. Flow data for Sideling Hill and Town creeks were unavailable for some
of the years considered in the analysis. Flows in these streams were assumed to be negligible during
periods of drought. The daily forecasting tool was reconfigured to make nine-day flow forecasts for any
user-selected date, based on the flow accumulation model and the recession algorithm described above.
Nine-day predictions from each of the three forecasting methods were made for a selected range of
dates for three historic droughts: the droughts of 1966, 1999, 2002, and also for September 2010. For
each day of the selected period, a prediction of Little Falls adjusted flow was obtained from each of the
flow forecast algorithms, based on flows observed on that day and on previous days, and on flows
predicted over the nine-day forecast period by the recession algorithms. These three sets of nine-day
forecasts were recorded. Results appear in Figure 27, which shows predictions of Little Falls adjusted
flow nine days in the future from the Point of Rocks forecast (LF adj from POR), the Hancock forecast (LF
adj from Hancock), and from the Little Falls recession algorithm (LF adj from LF recession), compared
with flows actually observed at Little Falls nine days later (LF adj – 9 days hence).
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Figure 27: Comparisons of actual adjusted Little Falls flow with nine-day forecasts during the droughts of 1966, 1999, 2002, and 2010, with
legend appearing on bottom graph.
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From Figure 27, it is apparent that the nine-day prediction of Little Falls adjusted flow from the Point of
Rocks forecast is significantly lower than the Hancock and the Little Falls recession equation forecasts.
The Point of Rocks forecast does the best job of predicting flows during the period preceding the lowest
flow ever recorded at Point of Rocks, on September 11, 1966. The Little Falls recession equation forecast
tends to make the highest nine-day flow predictions. The Hancock prediction usually falls somewhere in
between the other two forecasts.
The value of a quantitative error analysis of the nine-day forecasts is limited, because all three forecasts
are based on the assumption that no precipitation occurs in the forecast period. This assumption was
violated at times during each of the four droughts considered above and all three forecast methods
produce significant errors when flows in the river begin to rise. However, results in Table 9 give an
indication of the performance of the three forecasts during drought conditions. The Point of Rocks
forecast is the most conservative of the three methods, under-predicting Little Falls flows in most
forecast periods and consistently producing the smallest maximum error. The Little Falls recession
equation is the least conservative and is the most accurate prediction in terms of mean error. The
Hancock forecast is most accurate as measured by mean absolute error.
Table 9: Nine-day forecast errors (forecasted minus observed flows) for four periods of drought.

Point of Rocks
1966:
Forecast made on:
7/19/1966 to 9/4/1966
(forecasts made for: 7/28 to
9/13 forecasted flows)
1999:
Forecasts made on:
7/10/1999 to 8/23/1999
(forecasts made for: 7/1 to
8/14 forecasted flows)
2002:
Forecasts made on:
8/6/2002 to 9/16/2002
(forecasts made for: 8/15 to
9/25 forecasted flows)
2010:
Forecasts made on:
9/6/2010 to 9/27/2010
(forecasts made for: 9/15 to
10/6 forecasted flows)

Minimum error
Maximum error
Mean error
Standard deviation
Mean absolute error
Minimum error
Maximum error
Mean error
Standard deviation
Mean absolute error
Minimum error
Maximum error
Mean error
Standard deviation
Mean absolute error
Minimum error
Maximum error
Mean error
Standard deviation
Mean absolute error

Hancock

-648
66
-122
181
140

-529
150
-29
173
130

Little Falls
recession
-499
220
4
170
134

-532
145
-179
159
193
-1370

-360
151
-90
126
121
-1186

-442
224
-79
153
131
-1191

215
-241
367
297
-9777
-249

228
-132
337
239
-9656
-168

416
-98
348
250
-9637
-229

-2520
3340
2520

-2406
3338
2406

-2422
3321
2422
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4.5 Reservoir Refill Forecast Tools
Use of reservoir storage must be balanced in order to meet an objective of the Drought Operations
Manual: “Maintain the probability of not filling any reservoir used for Washington Metropolitan Area
water supply to 90 percent of usable capacity by the following June 1 at less than 5 percent during a
repeat of the historical streamflow record” (WSCA, 1982).
To assist in making decisions to meet this requirement, CO-OP has developed Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet tools that forecast the likelihood of refill of each of the system’s reservoirs. Results from
these tools provide input into decisions concerning load shifting to and from off-river reservoirs and
water supply releases from upstream reservoirs.
These reservoir refill tools allow the user to input current storage levels and evaluate potential scenarios
for future withdrawals and releases. Four storage predictions are obtained by assuming different
monthly reservoir inflow scenarios. The first month’s storage is determined by the user-defined start
value. Inflow scenarios are constructed from ICPRB's estimates of historical daily inflows over the period
October 1929 to November 2007. Figure 28 and Figure 29 show examples of storage predictions starting
with observed values on October 31, 2010 for Jennings Randolph and Savage reservoirs, respectively.
The storage and inflow assumptions for the four scenarios predicting the total storage at the end of each
future month are:
1. Worst trace inflows: The starting month’s storage is determined by the user-defined start value.
The predicted storage for a given future month is determined by the user-defined withdrawals
and the worst sequence of inflows (sequence with the smallest total volume) between that
month and the starting month, over the entire period of record.
2. 5th percentile inflows: The starting month’s storage is determined by the user-defined start
value. Predictions for each subsequent month are dependent on the previous month’s storage,
inflow values, and user-defined withdrawals. The inflow value for a given month is the 5th
percentile of total inflows for that month over the 78 year historic period of record.
3. Worst monthly inflows: The starting month’s storage is determined by the user-defined start
value. Predictions for each subsequent month are dependent on the previous month’s storage,
inflow values, and user-defined withdrawals. The inflow value for a given month is the worst
(lowest) total inflow for that month over the 78 year historic period of record.
4. User-selected year inflows: The starting month’s storage is determined by the user-defined start
value. Predictions for each subsequent month are dependent on the previous month’s storage,
inflow values, and user-defined withdrawals. The inflow for a given month is taken from a single
year selected by the user. The examples in Figure 28 and Figure 29 use the year 1930.
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Figure 28: Predictions for end of month storage in Jennings Randolph Reservoir given the actual storage level on October 31,
2010.

Figure 29: Predictions for end of month storage in Savage Reservoir given the actual storage level on October 31, 2010.
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Based on the figures above, a user could see that on October 31, 2010 both Jennings Randolph and
Savage reservoirs were expected to refill to their usable storage capacities by June 1, 2011. On
November 2, 2010, Jennings Randolph Reservoir total storage (which includes both water quality and
water supply accounts) had been holding at about 65 percent full and was at an elevation of 1,426 feet.
The breakdown by account is shown in Figure 30 and is described as follows: (a) the water supply
storage account had been holding at about 91 percent full for several weeks and (b) the water quality
storage account continued to steadily decline and was approximately 43 percent full. Savage Reservoir
storage was also continuing to decline and was at about 35 percent full at an elevation of 1,421 feet.
Customarily the Baltimore District's U.S. Army Corps of Engineers likes to hold both reservoirs
somewhere between elevations of 1,430 feet and 1,440 feet for the winter. However, both reservoirs
were already below those normal targets. In the first week of December a rainfall runoff event occurred
that was sufficient to completely refill the water supply storage space in Jennings Randolph Reservoir.

Figure 30: Percent storage in Jennings Randolph Reservoir starting when releases began and continuing until water supply
storage returned to 100 percent full.
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5 Conclusion

In the fall of 2010, flow in the Potomac River dropped to levels indicating that augmentation from
upstream reservoirs was required. Cooperative operations between the three major WMA water
suppliers during this period, with coordination and technical support provided by ICPRB CO-OP, ensured
that sufficient water was available in the river at all times to meet water supply needs and to maintain
the environmental flow recommendations at Great Falls and Little Falls. This report documents events
and lessons learned during 2010 drought operations.
This report has identified the following issues and recommended actions:
•

•

•

•

High intra-daily variability in Potomac withdrawal rates increases the uncertainty in flow
forecasts and requires the use of higher margins of safety when determining the need for
reservoir releases. CO-OP staff should meet with each WMA utility to discuss the feasibility of
reducing variability in withdrawal rates during drought operations.
WMA suppliers have distribution system constraints that limit the amount of water and the
speed with which withdrawals can be shifted from one intake to another.
o CO-OP should meet with water supplier staff to further discuss constraints and notification
times related to load shifting.
o CO-OP staff should explore strategies for minimizing requests to Washington Aqueduct to
use the Little Falls intake. The Edwards Ferry stage monitor, expected to be operational
again in 2011, should be helpful in this regard. It will improve confidence in short-term
Great Falls and Little Falls flow forecasts.
CO-OP should better align current drought operations procedures with planning tool
assumptions in order to guarantee that operational procedures are appropriate to sustain
supply during a drought similar to the drought of record.
o Planning tool assumptions should be periodically reviewed by drought operations staff and
included in operations guidance material.
o Though CO-OP’s reservoir refill tools provide valuable informational support for release
decisions for individual reservoirs, potential decision support tools should be identified
which could help balance use of reservoirs from the point of view of the entire system,
based on historic flow probabilities and operational decisions incorporated into the planning
tool. The Potomac OASIS (Operational Analysis and Simulation of Integrated Systems) model
may be a candidate for such a tool.
CO-OP currently has no quantitative tools which predict the impact of recent rain events on
flows.
o CO-OP staff should meet with the Middle Atlantic River Forecast Center to discuss the
performance of the newly available stream ensemble forecasts under low flow conditions.
o CO-OP staff should continue to communicate with researchers working on the Chesapeake
Bay Forecast System, which will couple meteorological forecasts from the Weather Research
& Forecasting Model with the SWAT watershed model to provide 20-day flow forecasts for
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major rivers in the Chesapeake Bay watershed. The Potomac River is the team’s second pilot
model.
CO-OP staff will also continue to make improvements to the recent version of its flow forecasting
models, described in Section 4. Potential improvements include:
•
•
•

Analyses of longer periods of records of stream flow data to obtain better estimates of recession
constants (Table 5),
use of optimization procedures and analytical models to obtain flow-dependent estimates of
travel times, and
adjustments of predictions based on recent prediction errors.
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Appendix A – Drought Monitoring and Operations E-mail Distribution
Lists
Daily Monitoring Contacts
First Name

Last Name

Company

E-mail Address

Charles

Murray

FW

cMurray@fairfaxwater.org

Gregory

Prelewicz

FW

gprelewicz@fairfaxwater.org

Jamie

Hedges

FW

jhedges@fairfaxwater.org

Joel

Thompson

FW

jthompson@fairfaxwater.org

Niffy

Saji

FW

nsaji@fairfaxwater.org

Steven

Edgemon

FW

sedgemon@fairfaxwater.org

Traci

Goldberg

FW

tgoldberg@fairfaxwater.org

Carlton

Haywood

ICPRB

chaywood@icprb.org

CO-OP

staff

ICPRB

coop@icprb.org

Curtis

Dalpra

ICPRB

cdalpra@icprb.org

Jennifer

Willoughby

ICPRB

jwilloughby@icprb.org

Joe

Hoffman

ICPRB

jhoffman@icprb.org

Christine

Howard

MWCOG

cdhoward@mwcog.org

Steve

Bieber

MWCOG

sbieber@mwcog.org

Stuart

Freudberg

MWCOG

sfreudberg@mwcog.org

Bill

Haines

USACE

James.W.Haines@usace.army.mil

Ed

Doheny

USGS

ejdoheny@usgs.gov

Jonathan

Dillow

USGS

jjdillow@usgs.gov

Ricky

Davie

WA

Ricky.A.Davie@usace.army.mil

Thomas

Jacobus

WA

Thomas.P.Jacobus@usace.army.mil

Lloyd

Stowe

WA

Lloyd.D.Stowe@wad01.usace.army.mil

Louis

Levesque

WA

Louis.A.Levesque@wad01.usace.army.mil

Anne

Spiesman

WA

Anne.L.Spiesman@usace.army.mil

Woody

Peterson

WA

John.W.Peterson@usace.army.mil

Elin

Betanzo

WSSC

eBetanz@wsscwater.com

Alesia

Gibbs

WSSC

aGibbs@wsscwater.com

Jerry

Johnson

WSSC

GMCEO@wsscwater.com

Karen

Wright

WSSC

kWright@wsscwater.com

John

Kasprzak

WSSC

jkasprz@wsscwater.com

James

Price

WSSC

jPrice@wsscwater.com

Roland

Steiner

WSSC

rSteine@wsscwater.com

Todd

Supple

WSSC

tSupple@wsscwater.com

Teresa

Daniel

WSSC

tdaniel@wsscwater.com
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Drought Operations Contacts
First Name

Last Name

Company

E-mail Address

Charles

Murray

FW

cMurray@fairfaxwater.org

Gregory

Prelewicz

FW

gprelewicz@fairfaxwater.org

Jamie

Hedges

FW

jhedges@fairfaxwater.org

Jeane

Bailey

FW

jbailey@fairfaxwater.org

Joe

Darby

FW

jdarby@fairfaxwater.org

Joel

Thompson

FW

jthompson@fairfaxwater.org

Melissa

Billman

FW

mbillman@fairfaxwater.org

Niffy

Saji

FW

nsaji@fairfaxwater.org

Steven

Edgemon

FW

sedgemon@fairfaxwater.org

Traci

Goldberg

FW

tgoldberg@fairfaxwater.org

Carlton

Haywood

ICPRB

chaywood@icprb.org

CO-OP

staff

ICPRB

coop@icprb.org

Curtis

Dalpra

ICPRB

cdalpra@icprb.org

Jennifer

Willoughby

ICPRB

jwilloughby@icprb.org

Joe

Hoffman

ICPRB

jhoffman@icprb.org

Jay

Bellingham

Mirant

jay.bellingham@mirant.com

Mickey

Lynn

Mirant

mickey.lynn@mirant.com

Jim

McMahon

MNCPPC

jim.mcmahon@mncppc-mc.org

Christine

Howard

MWCOG

cdhoward@mwcog.org

Steve

Bieber

MWCOG

sbieber@mwcog.org

Stuart

Freudberg

MWCOG

sfreudberg@mwcog.org

Bill

Haines

USACE

James.W.Haines@usace.army.mil

Barry

Flickinger

USACE

Barry.M.Flickinger@usace.army.mil

Julia

Fritz

USACE

Julia.A.Fritz@usace.army.mil

Ed

Doheny

USGS

ejdoheny@usgs.gov

Jonathan

Dillow

USGS

jjdillow@usgs.gov

Robert

Shedlock

USGS

rjshedlo@usgs.gov

Steven

Baker

USGS

smbaker@usgs.gov

Ricky

Davie

WA

Ricky.A.Davie@usace.army.mil

Patricia

Gamby

WA

Patricia.A.Gamby@usace.army.mil

Thomas

Jacobus

WA

Thomas.P.Jacobus@usace.army.mil

Lloyd

Stowe

WA

Lloyd.D.Stowe@wad01.usace.army.mil

Louis

Levesque

WA

Louis.A.Levesque@wad01.usace.army.mil

Anne

Spiesman

WA

Anne.L.Spiesman@usace.army.mil

Woody

Peterson

WA

John.W.Peterson@usace.army.mil

Elin

Betanzo

WSSC

eBetanz@wsscwater.com

Alesia

Gibbs

WSSC

aGibbs@wsscwater.com

James

Neustadt

WSSC

jneusta@wsscwater.com

Jerry

Johnson

WSSC

GMCEO@wsscwater.com
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John

White

WSSC

jwhite@wsscwater.com

Joseph

Johnson

WSSC

jJohnso7@wsscwater.com

Karen

Wright

WSSC

kWright@wsscwater.com

John

Kasprzak

WSSC

jkasprz@wsscwater.com

Lyn

Riggins

WSSC

lriggin@wsscwater.com

James

Price

WSSC

jPrice@wsscwater.com

Roland

Steiner

WSSC

rSteine@wsscwater.com

Todd

Supple

WSSC

tSupple@wsscwater.com

Teresa

Daniell

WSSC

tdaniel@wsscwater.com

Todd

Supple

WSSC

tSupple@wsscwater.com
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Appendix B – Letter to Montgomery County Executive and Council
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Appendix C – External Resources
There were a number of websites that were either reporting on current conditions during the drought or
showed the potential to do so in the future. Websites relied upon by CO-OP staff in 2010 are listed
below.
Organization
The Weather
Channel
NOAA

Website
The Weather Channel

Link
http://weather.com

Main Product
10-day forecast

National Weather Service
Middle Atlantic River
Forecast Center

http://www.erh.noaa.gov/
marfc

NOAA

National Weather Service
Forecast Office
Baltimore/Washington

http://www.weather.gov/
climate/index.php?wfo=lwx

NOAA

National Weather Service
Forecast Office
Baltimore/Washington
National Weather Service
Middle Atlantic River
Forecast Center

http://www.erh.noaa.gov/
er/lwx/

24-hour observed
precipitation
48-hour
forecasted
precipitation
State Drought
Status
Daily Climate
Report
Preliminary
Monthly Climate
Data
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Appendix D – Photo-documentation of Little Seneca Test Release
The release from Little Seneca Reservoir was observed approximately one mile downstream of the dam at a county park, Lodge at Little Seneca. Photographs
were taken on the mornings of September 9 and 10. Pictures at multiple vantage points were taken to compare flows before and after the release. The first
column of pictures was taken before the release reached the location. The other pictures follow the arrival of the release. For instances when more than one
photo was taken on September 9, the time is noted.

Thursday, Sep 9, 2010 – photo A

Thursday, Sep 9, 2010 – photo B

Friday, September 10, 2010

1

8:49 am (upstream)

9:19 am

8:49 am (upstream)

9:20 am

2
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Thursday, Sep 9, 2010 – photo A

Thursday, Sep 9, 2010 – photo B

Friday, September 10, 2010

3

8:50 am (upstream)

9:10 am

8:51 am (upstream)

9:22 am

4

5

8:53 am (downstream)
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Thursday, Sep 9, 2010 – photo A

Thursday, Sep 9, 2010 – photo B

Friday, September 10, 2010

6

9:24 am – (downstream)

7

8:54 am – first wall (downstream)

8

9:13 am - (downstream)
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Thursday, Sep 9, 2010 – photo A

Thursday, Sep 9, 2010 – photo B

Friday, September 10, 2010

9

9:14 am – upstream side of bridge (upstream)

10

9:14 am – upstream side of bridge
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Little Seneca Reservoir - Friday, September 10, 2010
Photos were taken at Black Hill Regional Park around Little Seneca Reservoir following the termination of the release on September 10. These pictures show
where the water level was prior to the release and how much it reduced the reservoir level.
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